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Summer in review
Another summer of adventures at Crane Lake Discovery Camp is
over. We had a record number of campers attending our programs
this year. Forty four out of forty eight spots were filled. What a
great opportunity to interact with all of these youth. Many of our
campers from last year returned again. It was good to continue with
the relationships we established in previous years.

The programs this year followed the pattern set last year. They consisted of three, two week sessions. The first session was “Paddling
in the Great Outdoors” and focused
on learning paddling skills and the different parts of a canoe.
The second session focused on “Surviving in the Wilderness”. Camp wrapped up with “Discovering the World of Nature”. Each session ended with a three day canoe trip.
One of our new adventures was having a motor boat
(donated by Lorne Steckley) to transport our groceries
across the lake, saving us about one hour on the road each
trip. Crane Lake Marina, located across the lake, allowed us to park a van there all summer for no cost to us. This was a generous gift. When we
returned with a boat load full of groceries, the campers
helped to carry them from the boat up to the kitchen.
Another addition was a large outdoor kettle. The stove was
built for our annual “Fun Day” in June and then taken up to
camp. Every session we do a fish fry with the fish caught by
the campers in their first week at
camp. This kettle made this experience a truly memorable one. Fish
never tasted so good! After frying all our fish and chips, we popped
corn, three large bowls in under a minute!
Another welcome addition to camp this year was the donation of a
landscaping truck (donated by York Nursery Ltd.) which was quickly
named “Old Yeller” because of it’s age and colour. Old Yeller hauled
crushed stone to fill the log perimeter built around chuckwagon doorways which helped reduce mud tracked inside,
hauled wood, gave transportation to groups exploring
Tom’s Lake and provided a stable structure to dry camping
equipment after each canoe trip. By the end of the summer, we wondered how we had ever managed to run our
program without Old Yeller.
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Campers
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My highlight of camp was growing as a person. By this I mean learning to
work with others and using teamwork to do many things. I also feel like I
have a better relationship with God. I feel that every year I come here, I grow
physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. I also of course enjoy
and appreciate all the hard work everyone has put into making this camp
amazing. From the cooks to the chiefs, and even all the campers. In fact, I
would like to thank the cooks the most for putting so much time into making the food for us and give them one more Yum, Yum, Yum! I am also
happy to know that good kind hearted people still exist and I have left a
mark on them and they have left a mark on me. - Greg

I have two favorite memories that I
am taking from this session. One is
making a lot of progress on building
the new sleep tent, particularly when
we put up all 26 rafters and two tie
rails in one morning. I also greatly
enjoyed catching a 21" bass during
the three day canoe trip. I caught the
bass on a homemade wooden lure
that Chief Dale helped me make.
- Scott
My favourite memory
of camp were the powpowwow’s. This was a great
chance to express what
we felt and to evaluate.
- Marty
At camp I learned how
to swim, how to fish,
and how to work with
others. - Ali
One of the most interesting things for me these
two weeks was when we nailed in the plywood
floor for the new tent. My favorite part was when
Scott reeled in the biggest bass I have ever seen.
That whole canoe trip was pretty fun in general
and so was the two weeks. - Ben

When I caught my first fish I was
happy. We were at Little Blackstone.
There was a tug on my line and I
knew I had a fish. It jumped high out
of the water at least two times. It was
a Large Mouth Bass. - Bradley

My Highlights
• Learned how to clean
fish
• Got better at swimmi
long distances
• Learned how to carve
• When on a three day
canoe trip
• Saw two snapping tu
- Trevor

Thoughts
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My highlight of being at Crane Lake Discovery Camp was
seeing new discoveries like the snapping turtle that lives at
McChechern Lake. Also I met some new people, like my
chiefs and fellow campers. The animals I’ve seen are snapping turtles, a kangaroo mouse, a snake, fish mud puppies,
and loons. I’ve had a great time here at camp. - Daniel

My best memory of camp is when we first went fishing at
Paul’s Lake. I like this the most because I caught my first
fish here, even though I couldn’t keep it. One of the other
things I enjoyed was swimming to Blueberry Island because it was good exercise for me. I think this camp has
done a lot of good things that will help me later in life.
- Brennan
My favourite part of
camp was the canoe trip.
I liked the fishing and
paddling. I liked the game
trees, and I liked swimming. I liked learning how
to make a lure. - Blaise
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One highlight of
camp for me was
when I caught
cleaned, cooked and
eat a bass. I also enjoyed being able to
express and share my
feelings in my group
because I felt comfortable sharing with
them. - Clayton
Camping this summer in the woods of Canada made me know myself better than
I did before. I remember saying at the beginning of the summer that I have never
seen a bear since I have been coming to this camp. On our way back from the
three day canoe trip, just as we were getting close to the camp, those of us in
the first two canoes got to see a little bear crossing a beaver dam. I was happy
to finally see a bear. I am grateful I got this chance to enjoy this camp with other
people. Camp helped me to learn how to work as a group and do things that I
can’t do in the city. I wish to always be a camper. Thanks for the good and bad
times that I had which made me a stronger man. - Yemeri

A Day in the Life of a Camper
Today was our second day at our campsite at McChechern Lake, on Turtle Island. When I
woke up, I lay in my sleeping bag for several moments, enjoying the relaxing quietness that
always accompanies mornings away from the harshness of urban life, where the stout din of
traffic, dogs barking, and humans talking means hardly any space to appreciate God’s beautiful creation and nature. Slowly I climbed out of my tent and headed to the fire down trail
where there was hot chocolate and coffee awaiting me and any other campers that were
already awake.
After drinking our hot drinks we got into canoes and went fishing. We caught eight fish and
ate them along with “bread on a stick” (bread dough roasted over a fire with toppings like
cake frosting and cinnamon sugar) for our breakfast. After eating, we did our chores which
consisted of cleaning up around campsite and washing dishes. I pumped water with another
camper.
When the chores were finished, we went swimming in the lake and played “500” with a Frisbee, a game where one person on shore
throws the Frisbee to everybody else in the water, if you catch it, it’s worth 100 points. If no one catches it, the first person on top of it
gets 50 points. The first person to get 500 points wins.
Next we had trail mix for our lunch and then had a half hour siesta on the tarp outside. After siesta we decided to make a sauna on the
neighbouring island (because it was more open and flatter). We took the canoes out to get more firewood. On the way to the shore, Ron
tipped the canoe, dumping me and three other campers into the water! Since we weren’t very far from shore, we dragged the canoe in,
righted it and found that we had effectively cleaned the canoe of all the dirt that was inside it.
Back at the island we built a sauna. Some campers built a huge fire and packed rocks around it. Other campers built a tripod and covered
it with a tarp. When everything was ready, we all crawled inside the sauna with the hot rocks in a Kelly bucket and a pot of cold water.
The sauna worked by sprinkling the water on to the rocks, which then evaporated the water turning it into steam. We did this for several
minutes and then started a countdown from 50. At the end of the countdown we all ran
out of the sauna and jumped into the lake. The sensation was amazing! Here we were dripping with sweat, and all of a sudden we were instantly cooled off in the water (which was,
by the way, the perfect temperaAnswered Prayer
ture for swimming). We did that
twice then headed back to our
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Successful border crossing for our American about two and a half hours. We
didn’t keep any of the fish we
staff and campers
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Staffing needs were filled

•

Many new boys were introduced to camp

After supper we went fishing for

caught though, because we had

Ongoing...
We continue to explore ways to expand our program and facility. One of
the changes currently underway is the renovation of the dam. At this
point our access to our main building is cut off and we are in the process
of getting approval to construct a bridge to regain this access.
We are putting together a professionally done presentation package that
will help us present camp to a wider scope of people.
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“Pow-wow”, where we evaluate
and talk about things that happened in the group that day.
Then we headed to bed.- Joshua

